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QUESTION 1

Which of the following types of devices can provide content filtering and threat protection, and manage multiple IPSec
site-to-site connections? 

A. Layer 3 switch 

B. VPN headend 

C. Next-generation firewall 

D. Proxy server 

E. Intrusion prevention 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A network technician is connecting medical monitoring devices on a personal area network for patients\\' phones. Which
of the following technologies should be used? 

A. Bluetooth 

B. ROD 

C. NFC 

D. IR 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A voice engineer is troubleshooting a phone issue. When a call is placed, the caller hears echoes of the receiver\\'s
voice. Which of the following are the causes of this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Jitter 

B. Speed mismatch 

C. QoS misconfiguration 

D. Protocol mismatch 

E. CRC errors 

F. Encapsulation errors 

Correct Answer: AC 
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-

 Jitter refers to the variation in the arrival time of packets, which can cause delays or disruptions in the delivery of audio
or voice data. In the context of a phone call, jitter can cause the audio packets to arrive at the receiver at different times,
leading to gaps in the audio and potential echoes. This is because some of the audio data may be repeated due to the
receiver receiving the same audio packet more than once, resulting in an echo effect. 

-

 QoS (Quality of Service) misconfiguration can also lead to echoes by causing latency or delay in the transmission of
audio data. QoS helps to prioritize network traffic, ensuring that voice or audio data is given priority over other types of
traffic on the network. If QoS is misconfigured or not optimized properly, the voice data may experience delay or latency,
leading to potential echoes or other audio artifacts. This is because the audio packets may arrive at the receiver at
different times, causing overlapping audio and resulting in an echo effect. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following can be used to store various types of devices and provide contactless delivery to users? 

A. Asset tags 

B. Biometrics 

C. Access control vestibules 

D. Smart lockers 

Correct Answer: D 

An access control vestibule is part of a physical access control system that typically provides a space between two sets
of interlocking doors. Vestibules are designed to prevent unauthorized individuals from following authorized individuals
into facilities with controlled access. 

 

QUESTION 5

A network engineer is provisioning a new Linux server in a public cloud. Which of the following types of cloud service
should be utilized? 

A. PaaS 

B. SaaS 

C. DaaS 

D. laaS 

Correct Answer: A 
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